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Aerospace Logistics Ltd (ASL) is a specialist military stockist and supplier of fixed and
rotary wing platform spares, with a proven record of buying Ex-Government and OEM
surplus stock. ASL has a long and distinguished career with one particular aircraft,
the SEPECAT Jaguar. Built to both a British and French Air Force need to fulfil a
requirement for a new strike aircraft, ASL has a very long record of providing spares
support associated with this aircraft.
We have supplied all of the former export operators of this platform including Ecuador,
Oman, and still support Indian operations with this versatile machine. ASL has been
instrumental in purchasing large quantities of Jaguar surplus spares especially
Ex-RAF stock which includes:

SEA

// Airframe

// Avionic Equipment

// Hydraulics System Equipment

// Undercarriage

// Flying Controls			

// Air Supply

// Instrumentation

// Fuel System

// Power Supply and Distribution

// Ground Equipment

LAND

We have equally bought a vast amount of Rolls Royce Adour engine components
including hot section re-heat parts. Most of this material is in New/New Surplus
condition and was purchased originally by the UK Ministry of Defence. Proven in
combat in the Gulf War operating in the low-level air interdiction role, the Jaguar
performed admirably and was not found wanting. This formidable aircraft will be in
service with the Indian Air Force for many years to come and ASL is committed to
supporting the aircraft throughout its in-service life. ASL has a sizeable inventory of
spares to call upon (70,000 lines) and has a dedicated team of aviation professionals
based at our United Kingdom main headquarters in West Sussex.

The company is also able to offer a robust Repair/Overhaul service on
a wide range of parts for the Jaguar including the Messier-Dowty Landing
Gear System of which we have already carried out several overhauls. India
is currently the sole operator of the Jaguar, and therefore ASL is able to offer
Indian Air Force and HAL long term product support on legacy platforms
and obsolescence issues.
This combined with our high levels of on-the-shelf stock for the Jaguar,
means we are able to maintain a constant stream of support for this
outstanding aircraft.

QUALITY APPROVALS
AS 9100

ISO 9001

AS 9120

ISO 14001

ASSOCIATIONS

AS 9110
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ASL – A LONG AND DISTINGUISHED CAREER
WITH THE SEPECAT JAGUAR.
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